Paragraph Puzzles

You have two tasks. First, add punctuation to create sentences. Second, fix the errors (i.e. spelling, subject verb agreement, verb tense, sentence structure and paragraphs).

Practice Question 1.

what's the latest fade in sport drone racing popular with technology geeks and thrill seekers drone racing combined virtual reality technology with video game competition the history of drone racing starting in 2014 instead of flying drones around a field amateur flyers were deciding to have fun by organizing races small cameras on the drones allowed flyers to record and upload races as video clips of racing drones spread in social media interest in the sport grewed

Practice Question 2.

the red chili pepper probably first started to grow in Mexico the aztecs and mayas eated red peppers and used them as a drugs to help sick people red peppers movement started with christopher Columbus in 1492 he visit a small island near mexico called the dominican republic he tooked red chili peppers back to spain but not much happened after that some people grow peppers in gardens because they looked interested but it was not considered food in time someone discovered that peppers make food taste goodly

Practice Question 3.

smartphones weren't common during about ten years ago before smartphones mobile phones were using to made calls and send text massages the first smartphone was the IBM Simon it was on sail in 1992 it was a simple version of the smartphone we saw today the Simon was a mobile fone with a touching screen that could send and received emails and faxes in 1997 the Swedish company Ericsson make a new phone it was called the “smartphone” that was how the word “smartphone” started soon many companies start making smartphones nokia made the first phone with the colored screen sony made the first smartphone with the camera
Practice Question 1 Answers

What's the latest **fad** in sport? **Drone racing**. Popular with technology geeks and thrill seekers, drone racing combines virtual reality technology with video game competition.

The history of drone racing starts in 2014. Instead of flying drones **around** a field, amateur flyers **decided** to have fun by organizing races. Small cameras on the drones allowed flyers to record and **upload** races. As video clips of racing drones spread across social media, interest in the sport **grew**.

Practice Question 2 Answers

The red chili **pepper** probably first started to grow in **Mexico**. The Aztecs and Mayas **ate** red peppers and used them as a **drug** to help sick **people**.

Red pepper's movement started with **Christopher Columbus**. In 1492, he visited a small **island** near Mexico called the **Dominican Republic**. He **took** red chili peppers back to Spain, but not much happened after that. Some people **grew** peppers in gardens because they looked interesting, but it was not considered food. **In time**, someone discovered that peppers **made** food **taste good**.

Practice Question 3 Answers

**Smartphones** weren't common **until** about ten years ago. Before **Smartphones**, mobile phones were **used** to make calls and send text messages. The first Smartphone was the **IBM Simon**. It was **on sale** in 1992. It was a simple **version** of the Smartphone we **see** today. The Simon was a mobile **phone** with a touch screen that could **send** and **receive** emails and faxes.

In 1997, the Swedish company **Ericsson** made a new **phone**. It was called the **“Smartphone.”** That was how the word “**Smartphone**” started. **Soon** many companies **started** making **Smartphones**. **Nokia** made the first phone with a colored **screen**. **Sony** made the first **Smartphone** with a **camera**.